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CRITICAL ISSUES TIMBER IMPORTS

Timber imports remain critical to
building industry and jobs: ATIF
‘More plantations, yes, but who’s going to plant them?’

of volume of timber
used in the building
and construction
industries,” Mr Halkett
said

CONSTRUCTION and
a range of social and
employment goals
rely on the continuing,
commercial courage,
technical expertise
and business acumen
of timber wholesalers
and importers, says
the Australian Timber
Importers Federation.
Independent
research concludes
that imported timber
products support
26,000 jobs in
the building and
construction industries.

“Of course across
the industry we all
want to see more
trees planted, a lot
more trees. Even
in WWF’s recently
released ‘Backyard
Barometer’ prepared
by Roy Morgan
they assert that the
community more
broadly is on the same
bus as the forest industry in
relation to tree planting.

1

ATIF general manager
John Halkett says it is clear
that future critical timber
supplies needed to realise the
country’s housing, commercial
construction and a range of
social and employment goals
will rely on the continuing,
commercial courage, technical

DON’T EXPECT
GOVERNMENT
TO RIDE TO
THE RESCUE

1/ Lightweight frame and truss
construction methods… largely
supported by imported innovative
timber products and building
components.
2/ John Halkett… timber imports
are doing some of the heavy
lifting.

expertise and business
acumen of Australia’s timber
wholesalers and importers.
Commenting on the article
‘National forestry plan last
chance to avert timber crisis’
by Ross Hampton, CEO of
the Australian Forest Products
Association, in last week’s
T&F enews, Mr Halkett says

2

the report is well off the mark
in relation to comments about
‘a torrent of overseas sawn
timber’.
“Imported timber products
presently make up about 20%

“So we all recognise the
merits of tree planting –
renewability, and climate
change abatement and so
on. But don’t expect the
government to ride to the
rescue. That was yesterday’s
solution. The market place and
investment merits is today’s
mantra.
“The commercial
investment attractiveness of
tree plantation investment will
Cont P 3

®

Customers SEE a difference
in MicroPro Sienna.
Long Lasting Colour and Latest
Generation MicroPro Preservative.
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CRITICAL ISSUES TIMBER IMPORTS

Growing
shortage…
domestically,
Australia is
running out of
wood.
From P 2

be the determinant of future
plantation establishment.”
Mr Halkett says the article
was well wide of the mark if
it thought Australians really
cared about having their
homes built out of Australiangrown timber.
Speaking to a national brand
home builder recently, Mr
Halkett said he has never once
been asked by prospective
house owners if a house
frame is made of Australiangrown pine or imported pine.
He said he did get questions
about the relative merits of
steel versus timber frames,
but no surprise there.
“What drives home owners
is price, price and price.”
Mr Halkett added: “The
AFPA assertion that imported
timber adds cost to resident
construction “doesn’t ring
true”.
“In fact, the reverse is the
case. Also without imported
timber products we would fall

far short of nation’s building
goals and the additions and
alternations demand.”
Again in relation to tree
planting, Mr Halkett says:
“The suggestion of 400,000
has of new plantations
grown on a 30-year rotation,
means we will be staring into
Mother Hubbard’s cupboard
for decades to come without
timber imports coming to the
rescue and doing some of the
heavy lifting.”

WITHOUT
TIMBER IMPORTS
WE WOULD FALL
FAR SHORT OF
BUILDING GOALS
Mr Halkett says the justified
excitement among architects
and builders relating to
changes to the National
Construction Code that now
permits wooden buildings up
to 25 m using massive timber
panel or lightweight frame and
truss construction methods is
currently largely supported by

The National Association
of Home Builders forecasts
builders will get started on

909,000 new homes across
the county over the course of
2018.
“But we continue to underbuild single-family housing,”
says Robert Dietz, chief
economist.

Skills Verification
Program

innovative timber product and
building component imports,
together with the technology
grunt and expertise of timber
wholesalers and importers.
“Working to strengthen the
overall demand for timber use
and continuing to improve the
attractiveness of plantation
investments seems to be the
best way to go,” Mr Halkett
said.
“Certainly real opportunities
exist via avenues like genetic
improvements to growth
and yield, reducing rotation
lengths and carbon trading
opportunities. They will all
help.
“Such measures have the
unequivocal support of the
timber wholesale and import
sector.
“But until we start to see
benefits from such initiatives,
the building and construction
industries will, as they are
doing currently, place their
faith in the market place and
the capacity and performance
of timber wholesalers.”

US housing under demand pressure
HOUSE construction in
the US is expected to fall
300,000 units short of
demand this year.

FOLS

He attributes the nation’s
under-building largely to
supply-side pressures. Labour
and land shortages continue
to plague the sector and a
meteoric rise in lumber costs
is also dragging down newhome starts.

20%
Off

Discount
available
for AFCA
Members!
*

✔ Evidence of employees’

current skills and training
✔ Supports WHS
risk management
✔ Supports professionalism
and safety of industry

www.fols.forestworks.com.au
fols.forestworks.com.au

1800 177 001

*Australian Forest Contractors
Association (AFCA)

An industry-led program
managed by ForestWorks
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EVENTS TIMBER OFFSITE CONSTRUCTION

Perfect blend of information at
successful FRAME conference
SINCE the concept of
modern engineered-wood
buildings was proposed
more than a decade ago,
the idea has caught on in a
big way around the globe
and Australia is jumping the
queue with a good number
of ‘firsts’ in timber mediumrise and ‘tall’ construction.
Today, there are around
50 wood and wood-hybrid
buildings proposed, under
construction or completed,
according to the Chicagobased Council on Tall

TIMBER IS
RESHAPING
STRUCTURAL
LANDSCAPE

Buildings and Urban Habitat.
In Brisbane, Lendlease
is completing the world’s
tallest and largest engineered
timber office building with
six of nine levels completed
in less than 12 months –
the leading property and
infrastructure company’s fifth
engineered timber building in
Australia.
How timber is reshaping
the Australian construction
landscape was crystallised at
Frame 2018’s timber offsite
construction conference
and exhibition in Melbourne
this week, where four
sessions – building design,
technology, manufacturing
and construction – blended
ideas seamlessly across
an audience of more than
Frame 2018 director Kevin Ezard (kneeling right) Leone Quinn, national
sales and marketing manager, the Tilling Group, Robert Pradolin, strategic adviser, WoodSolutions, Fiona Nield, executive director (Victoria),
Housing Industry Association, and Dr David Bylund, commercial design
and development manager, Wesbeam, an architect based in Melbourne.
The structure was erected in the Frame 2018 conference room by
Wesbeam Tall Timber Building Systems, a division of Wesbeam, with
a national focus on developing efficient engineered timber solutions
in conjunction with building design professionals, prefabricators and
builders.

260 designers, architects,
engineers, timber sellers and
manufacturers.
“The day opened a
pathway to a greater
understanding of timber
construction from the
design chart through to the
construction,” Frame 2018
director Kevin Ezard said.

TABMA Apprentices and Trainees
We offer simple recruitment solutions for entry level positions
within the timber industry. For a free fact sheet or to find out
more please contact us:
call 1800 822 621 or email: steve@tabma.com.au
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“In fact, the feedback from
the program was the most
positive in a long time.”
Opening session chair Rob
Pradolin, strategic adviser at
WoodSolutions, an engineer
by background and active
in the property industry
for more than 30 years,
certainly took a positive view,

asserting timber was the
future for housing for a whole
raft of reasons, including
sustainability, structural
strength and affordability.
“Lightweight timber
construction in the social and
affordable housing space
is a game-changer and will
improve the value-for-money
proposition for governments,”
he says.
Day 2 on June 19 featured
panel sessions based on
building projects under way
in Sydney and Melbourne
with discussions involving
the developers, building
designers, contractors,
Cont P 5

EVENTS TIMBER OFFSITE CONSTRUCTION

SmartStruct. Principal

From P 4

supporter WoodSolutions.

designers, contractors,
timber and mass wood
prefabricators, and specialist
suppliers involved in each
project.

Gold partners Homag and
Weinmann. Silver partners
Active Fasteners, Bea,
Airco, Wesbeam Tall Timber.

In the afternoon, delegates
visited timber building
construction sites, a
prefabrication and panelised
manufacturing plant and
recently completed building
projects that are outstanding
examples of architectural
and engineering design in
timber structures.

Bronze partners Bliss &
Reels, Hundegger Australia,
TecBuild Systems, hsbcad.
Exhibition partners Australian
Framing Automation, Big
River, CombiLift, Essetre,
LAP Laser, Randeck,
Responsible Wood, Rubner
Holzbau, Sema Software,

Delegate attendance
analysis for Frame 2018
showed the building design
and construction sector was
up 31% over last year, and
the timber and prefabrication
was down 23%.
Building design and
construction 34% (compared
to 26% last year); timber,
engineered wood and prefab 44% (57% last year); and
building materials supply and
others 22% (16% last year).
A highlight of the final
session at Frame 2018
was the presentation by
Kevin Ezard of a recognition

FRAME 2018
SPONSORS,
PARTNERS,
EXHIBITORS

Simpson Strong-Tie, TBA
Firefly. Sponsors Lonza
Wood Protection, Planet
Ark Make It Wood, Housing
Industry Association.
Speaker presentations will
be made available only to
delegates.
Recognition… Frame 2018 director Kevin Ezard (right) makes a
presentation to Andrew Dunn, CEO, Timber Development Association,
marking his long support and contribution to the event over 15 years.

award to Andrew Dunn,
CEO, Timber Development
Association.
The award recognises
and acknowledges the
considerable personal
contribution and valuable
assistance provided by
Andrew Dunn over the past
20 years in the development

of the Frame Australia event
from its inception in 1998.
The award entitles
attendance at all future
conference and exhibition
events as a guest of Frame
Australia.
Frame 2018 event partners
and sponsors:
Principal Partner

An extended report on
Frame 2018 will appear
in next week’s issue of
Timber&Forestry enews.
On the cover: Gathering on the
SmartStruct stand – principal
partner of Frame 2018 – are
Norm Tilling, founder and
managing director of the Tilling
Group (thrd from left), Craig
Muse, Victorian president,
Housing Industry Association,
and Kati and Kevin Ezard,
directors, Frame 2018.
• Photo coverage, Pages 9-12.

NZ investment law change a $4b forestry-earner boost?
AN overseas investment law
overhaul could boost New
Zealand forestry businesses
and add about $4 billion
to annual export earnings,
says Forestry Minister
Shane Jones.
The Overseas Investment
Amendment Bill, which a
select committee reported
back on this week, would
ease the way for foreign
businesses to invest and
expand, almost doubling

annual returns, Mr Jones
predicted.
"We already plant about
60 million trees a year and
we've got to get to 100
million a year so potentially
international capital, in
partnership with landowners,
could boost about a $6.4
billion foreign exchange
earner to $10 billion a year
over time.”
Mr Jones said forestry
was a long-term play but

as the sector expanded
with partnership capital, the
foreign exchange earnings
would grow.

Mr Jones said it freed up
rules for global forestry
businesses arriving or doing
business here.

“This won't happen
overnight but an increase
in Japanese forestry
investment would be so
welcome in places like
Kaitaia and the Tai Rawhiti,"
he said.

“Forestry is going to
enjoy a lighter touch.
The applications to the
Overseas Investment Office
will no longer have to go
through such a constipated
administrative tract. It will be
quicker and why? Because
forestry has a key role to play
in climate change.”

Although the law aims to
restrict foreigners' access
to New Zealand housing,
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THE ENVIRONMENT US FORESTRY MODEL

US environmental group’s forest model
could be beacon for Australian industry
THE forestry model of one of
the world’s most respected
environmental groups, The
Conservation Fund, based
in Washington DC, is being
canvassed to Australia’s
forest industries this week.
“Senior vice-president of
the fund Robin Murphy is
visiting Australia to explain
the fund’s methods,” AFPA
CEO Ross Hampton said.
Mr Murphy was guest
speaker at the Parliamentary
Friends of Forestry and Forest
Products dinner in Canberra
on Wednesday.
The Conservation Fund
has partnerships with
companies such as Apple,
which work with the fund
ATIF
AdvertFINAL.pdf
to facilitate
the
purchase of
sustainably managed forest

1

Therefore, we expect
sustainably managed forests
to continue to be attractive as
sought after investments.”

estates to ensure they have
a sustainable fibre supply for
their product packaging.
Since 1985, the fund has
protected 3 million ha of land
in the US, combining dual
objectives of environmental
outcomes and economic
viability.
“We purchase forests
which might otherwise be
lost,” Mr Murphy said. “We
improve their sustainability
credentials and then we
on sell the working forest
as an accredited world
leading production forest
which upholds the highest
environmental standards.”
“The world population
is growing quickly towards
3/12/12
11:59
AM
9.5 billion
people
by 2050,
and in an increasingly

Mr Murphy said Australia
had huge opportunities to
enhance sustainable forestry
and now was the right time.
Joining the fund in 2014,
Mr Murphy leads all aspects
of branding, marketing
and communications to
enhance and expand national
conservation objectives.

Robin Murphy… improving
sustainability credentials.

environmentally aware
society, the demand for
recyclable and efficient
products made from tree
fibre will rise.
“This tree fibre comes
from sustainable forestry
operations in places like the
USA, Canada and Australia.

Before joining the fund,
he was vice-president of
external relations at the
World Resources Institute for
seven years, during which the
organisation grew three-fold.
He communicated its analysis
and policy recommendations
to audiences in 50 countries.

Some standards enforced
in Australia orginate from
international certifying bodies
Small
Think
Global (not just Local)
(ie business card, comp slips etc)

C

M

Y

Member

Member

Australian Timber Importers Federation Inc
www.atif.asn.au

Australian Timber Importers Federation Inc
www.atif.asn.au

CM

MY

CY

CMY

K

Always purchase appropriately
certified
imported
Medium (large stationary
items etc) timber products
Member

Australian Timber Importers Federation Inc
www.atif.asn.au

Australian Timber Importers Federation Inc

www.atif.asn.au

Large (packaging etc)
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS AUSTRALASIA

JUNE
20-21: FIEA Woodflow 2018
– Melbourne, Australia.
26-27: FIEA Woodflow 2018
– Rotorua, NZ.
The objective, with 30-40%
of delivered log costs being
contributed by transport,
is to improve efficiencies
through the wood supply
chain. Unique opportunity to
learn about innovations being
developed and employed to
assist in harvest and transport
planning, logistics and
operations.
Visit www.woodflow.events
20-22: WoodSolutions Tour
for building professionals
– Melbourne, Wodonga,
Sydney. The tour commences
in Melbourne, travelling by
coach to Wodonga to see
XLAM’s CLT plant. Following
this, flights to Sydney have
been arranged as well as
overnight accommodation, if
required. The tour continues
June 21 and 22 inspecting
many buildings currently
being constructed or recently
completed. Contact (02) 8920
0446 or info@tdansw.asn.au

JULY
4-7: AWISA 2018 – ICC
Sydney Exhibition Centre,
Darling Harbour Sydney.
Australia’s largest ever

exhibition of woodworking
technology and design at
Sydney’s exciting new multilevel venue. Machinery,
tooling, software, materials,
fittings and services for the
wood and panel processing
industries.
Visit www.awisa.com
12-14: Inaugural
International Furniture Show
Australia – International
Convention Centre, Sydney.
Presentations by Australian
retailers and wholesalers
and opportunity to deal
directly with global furniture
manufacturers. Contact
Australasian Furnishing
Association at compliance@
australianfurniture.org.au

2-5: IFA and AFG Conference
– University House,
Australian National
University. Titled ‘Forests
for healthy cities, farms and
people’. Title ‘Forests for
healthy cities, farms and
people’. It will be preceded
by AFG’s pre-conference
tour from Friday, August 31,
to Sunday, September 2.
Contact: (02) 6153 3044 or
visit www.forestry.org.au
11-12: FIEA WoodTech 2018
– Melbourne, Australia.
18-19: FIEA Woodech 2018
– Rotorua, NZ.
Drymill scanning, wood
machining, timber
manufacturing. Visit www.
woodtech.events

AUGUST

OCTOBER

8: FIEA Forest Industry
Safety and Technology 2018
– Rotorua, NZ.
15: FIEA Forest Industry
Safety and Technology 2018
– Melbourne, Australia.
Covering updates and
developments in forest
industry safety, as well as
providing a space for sharing
ideas on how people, culture,
technologies and systems are
used to improve the safety of
workers.
Visit www.forestsafety.events

1-3: 2018 DANA NZ
Forest-Wood Processing
Conference & Optional Field
Trip – Wairakei Resort, Taupo.
Theme: ‘Does the NZ industry
have to be world class to
compete in the world?’
One-and-half day conference,
followed by one-and-half field
Trip with nine Central North
Island industry and industryrelated site visits. Preconference afternoon / dinner
cruise on Lake Taupo. Contact
Julie Bell admin@dana.co.nz
or visit www.danaevents.
co.nz/2018taupo/

SEPTEMBER

9-11: 2018 DANA Australian
Forest-Wood Processing
Conference & Optional
Field Trip – Hotel Grand
Chancellor, Launceston.
One-and-half day conference,
one-and-half day field trip.
Contact Julie Bell admin@
dana.co.nz or www.
danaevents.co.nz/2018tas/
19: Victorian Association
of Forest Industries annual
dinner – RACV Club,
Melbourne. Tickets available
from VAFI in July. Contact
VAFI on (03) 9611 9000 or
info@vafi.org.au
19th Australian Timber
Design Awards in Sydney.
Full details TBA. Entries open
February 12 and close July
6. Judging period July 16-20.
People’s Choice voting July
23-August 17. Awards gala
dinner mid-October. Visit
www.timberawards.com.au
26: TABMA national industry
dinner – Hyatt Regency
Hotel, Sydney. Contact (02)
9277 3100 or visit www.
tabma.com.au
26: Green Triangle Timber
Industry Awards – The Barn,
Mount Gambier.
Contact Prue Younger, event
manager 0064 (21) 2765484
for more information or
visit www.gttia.com

INAUGURAL AWARDS EVENT
across Victoria & South Australia
www.gttia.com

Ph: +64 9 416 8294
Fax: +64 9 416 8296
Email: sales@holtec.org
Web: www.holtec.org
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS GLOBAL

JULY
16-20: COFO 23 - World
Forest Week – Rome, Italy.
For further information see
www.fao.org/about/meetings/
cofo

SEPTEMBER
4-6: 8th World Congress on
Biofuels and Bioenergy –
Zurich, Switzerland.
For further information see:
www.biofuels-bioengery.
conferenceseries.com/Europe
6-8: 15th Annual Global
Buyers Mission – Whistler,
BC, Canada BC.
Wood event to find new
sources of high quality,
competitively priced wood
products, while reconnecting
with current suppliers and
socializing with peers.
Contact: Brian Hawrysh CEO,
BC Wood Tel: + 604-882-7100.
To register, click on:
www.reg.conexsys.com/
gbm18
16-17: 8th China Global
Wood Trade Conference and
Tour – Chongqing, China.
FEA Canada and China
Timber & Wood Products
Distribution Association.
This will be the fourth jointconference that both groups
have been collaborated. The

2018 event s expected to
set record attendance levels.
See: www.woodmarkets.
com/conference/conferenceschina/2018-china-global-woodtrade-conference/
17-21: RISI Tenth
International Woodfibre
Trade Conference – Durban,
South Africa.
See: www.events.risiinfo.
com/wood-fiber/
Email: conferences@risi.
com, Tel: + 866.271.8525, +
32.2.536.0748
17-21: Managing Eucalyptus
plantations under global
changes – Le Corum,
Montpellier, France IUFRO.
Improving resource use
efficiency in eucalypt
plantations. See: www.iufro.
org and www.cirad.fr
25-26: FSC Asia Pacific
Business Forum 2018
– Mumbai, India.
Email: info@au.fsc.org

OCTOBER
18-20: Timber Legality
Research Symposium –
University of Copenhagen,
Copenhagen, Denmark.
To be held in association with
the Forests & Livelihoods:
Assessment, Research, and
Engagement network.

See: www.
globaltimbertrackingnetwork.
org/event/timber-legalityresearch-symposium
Email: cph@ifro.ku.dk

Andes Forestry Sector

23-27: 4th International
Congress on Planted
Forests – Nanning, Guangxi,
China. Congress aims to
investigate the contribution
of planted forests to green
development in the context
of global changes. Topics will
include the sustainability of
planted forests in the context
of changing climates and the
future role of planted forests
in bio-resources sustainability,
environmental protection and
green development.
See: www.efiatlantic.efi.int/
portal/events/
Email:
christophe.orazio@efi.int

plantations; a large modern

NOVEMBER

provide a range of goods and

5-10: 54th Session of the
International Tropical Timber
Council and Sessions of
the Associated Committees
– Yokohama, Kanagawa,
Japan. ITTO Secretariat. See:
www.itto.int/workshop_detail
Email: itto@itto.int
Tel: +81-45-223-1110
12-17: 2nd DANA 2-day
Central America and

AWISA
2018

ICC Sydney
Exhibition Centre
Darling Harbour
Sydney

Investment Conference –
Cancun Mexico. With 2-day
optional pre-conference field
trip to teak and eucalyptus
MDF mill in Villahermosa
region; and a 2- day optional
post-conference tour to
Mayan archaeological and
recreational sites. For further
information: www.danaevents.
co.nz/2018mexico/
12-18: XI International
Workshop on Uneven-aged
Silviculture: Challenges
for increasing adaptability
– Valdivia, Chile. Unevenaged silviculture is attracting
increased interest due to its
positive effects upon carbon
sequestration, biodiversity,
landscapes, and in its ability to
services from managed forest
ecosystems. Do uneven-aged
forests have better options
for adaptation to these future
changes?
See: www.uas.uach.cl/2018
Email: pdonoso@uach.cl
• Please send any events
listings to johnh@
timberandforestryenews.
com

Australia’s largest ever
exhibition of woodworking
technology and design at
Sydney’s exciting new
multi-level venue

take it to the next level
www.awisa.com
8
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IN THE FRAME AT FRAME 2018 WITH JIM BOWDEN

1

2

3

4

1/ Laurent Decosterd. president,
Cadwork, Montreal, Canada, Gant
McIntosh, CEO, Timberland
Solutions, Auckland, NZ, and
Martin Smith, managing director,
Modular Building Automation, UK.
2/ Norm Tilling, founder and
managing director of the Tilling
Group, and Tilling’s new CEO Tony
Birleson, based at Kilsyth, near
Melbourne.
3/ Alastair Woodard, program
manager, WoodSolutions, and Craig
Cowled, lecturer, school of civil
engineering and built environment,
Queensland University of
Technology, Brisbane.
4/ Nick Milestone, associate
director-projects, William Hare UK,
and chair, TRADA,
Buckinghamshire, England, confers
with XLam representatives Gary
Caulfield, CEO, Nelson, NZ, and
Tyson Infanti, project engineer,
Melbourne.
5/ Discussing the program and
speakers… Kase Jong,
regional operations manager, MPC
construction, Mirvac, Craig Muse,
development director, Frasers
Property, Melbourne, and Kevin
Ezard, director, Frame 2018.
6/ Kersten Gentle, executive
officer, FTMA Australia, between
Alan Holter, state sales manager,
Timberlink Australia, and Angelo
Hrastov, regional director, Lonza
Wood Protection, Melbourne.
Cont P 10

The united voice
for Australia's
forest industries
5

6
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IN THE FRAME AT FRAME 2018 WITH JIM BOWDEN

From P 9

1/ A warm welcome to Frame
2018… on the registration and
information desk are Susan Scott,
Lyndley Sandford Reeks, Kati Ezard,
and Wendy Patton.
2/ Julia Hall, national sales
manager, Timberlink Australia,
chats with Bunning Group
representatives Jason MacMartin,
timber buyer Australia, and Michael
Gladman, state sales manager.
3/ Stefan Kremer, director,
Australian Framing Automation,
Sydney, Rachel HaInes, estimator,
SmartStruct, Stefan Marquart,
technical manager, Australian
Framing Automation, and Craig
Key, national product engineer, the
Tilling Group, Kilsyth.
4/ Chris Robertson, director, XLam,
Warwick Drysdale, managing
director, Programmed Timber
Suppliers, Sydney, and Chris Hyne,
director, Hyne Timber.
5/ Andrew Dunn, CEO, Timber
Development Association, Sydney,
Craig Cowled, lecturer, school of
civil engineering and built environment, Queensland
University of Technology, Brisbane,
and Chris Lafferty, research and
development manager, FWPA,
Melbourne.
6/ Visiting the Responsible Wood
stand at Frame 2018 are Wyn
Bromiley, head of department,
ATS Building Products, Sydney,
and Mike Hill, John Cook & Sons,
Sydney.

4

1
5

2

3

6

Cont P 11

Providing solutions to enhance the performance of your
Engineered Wood Products.
LVL, plywood and CLT are an essential component of the modern construction
industry, Lonza offer a range of solutions to protect engineered wood products.

✓ Veneer pre-treatments
✓ Glue line additives
✓ Finished product protection

Looking to enhance your
engineered wood products?
Contact Lonza.

www.lonzawoodprotection.com/apac/glue-line-engineered-wood-family/

AUSTRALIA
+61 3 9339 8915
tanalised.au@lonza.com

NEW ZEALAND
+64 9 276 3646
tanalised.nz@lonza.com

NEW PLYMOUTH
+64 6 755 9324
scott.connor@lonza.com

Tanalised is a registered trademark of Lonza or its subsidiaries. ©2017 Lonza
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IN THE FRAME AT FRAME 2018 WITH JIM BOWDEN
1/ Scott Milestone who travelled
to Melbourne with his father
Nick Milestone (TRADA, UK), Paul
Kremer, head of sales and
marketing (Australia-New Zealand)
XLam, based in Melbourne, and
John Halkett, co-publisher,
Timber&Forestry enews, Sydney.
2/ Simon Dorries, CEO,
Responsible Wood (right) talks
certified timber with speakers in
the technology session at Frame
2018 Kim Baber, Brisbane architect
at Baber Studio, and Katie Fowden,
manager strategic relations, Hyne
Timber.
3/ Jack Haber, executive chairman,
Tecbeam Australasia, Melbourne,
and John Simon, chairman FWPA.
4/ The Lonza Wood Protection
team at Frame 2018… Troy Justice,
marketing manager, Scott Connor,
engineered wood products
marketing manager, and Angelo
Hrastov, regional director.
5/ Kevin Ezard, director, Frame
2018, welcomes Housing Industry
Association representatives Fiona
Nield, executive director (Victoria),
and Evan Dukas, commercial
manager, Melbourne.
6/ Richard Jack, head of projects,
Jacks, Auckland NZ, chats with
Weinmann representatives from
Germany Michael Marschall,
director sales and marketing, and
Ingo Krieg, project team.

From P 10
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Find out more about
EWPAA certification.

The mark of
safety, reliability
and trust.
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IN THE FRAME AT FRAME 2018 WITH JIM BOWDEN

From P 11

4

1

1/ Brendan Schneider, operations
manager, Sunbury Wall Frames &
Truss, Gisborne, Vic, Tim
Rossiter, state manager, NSW and
WA, MiTek Australia, Sydney, and
Perry Forsyth, professor of
construction management,
University of Technology, Sydney.
2/ Shane Strong, business
development manager,
Strongbuild Group, Berry, NSW,
and Jim Houghton, statistics and
economics manager, FWPA,
Melbourne.
3/ Flying the Combilift flag at
Frame 2018 are Michael Mostert,
product specialist, and Christopher
Littlewood, country manager, from
Melbourne.
4/ Representing TBA Firefly
(passive fire protection), based at
Laidley, Queensland, are Shahid
Malimar, sales and training
manager, and Steven Taylor,
business development manager.
5/ Kersten Gentle, executive
officer, FTMA Australia, and Eileen
Newbury, marketing and
communications manager, FWPA,
Melbourne.
6/ Simon Dorries, CEO,
Responsible Wood, Brisbane (right)
catches up with Norm Tilling,
managing director, Tilling Group.

5

2

3

6

7

7/ Kevin Ezard, director, Frame 2018, welcomes delegates at the conference opening before introducing speakers in the building design session, from
right, Rob Pradolin, strategic adviser, WoodSolutions (session chair), Nick Milestone, associate director-projects, William Hare, UK, Jochen Ristig,
technical director-building structures, AECOM, and Simon Xiberras, design manager, Strongbuild Commercial.
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8 WHEELS
DONE RIGHT
ON THE HUSTINGS IN QUEENSLAND

3

Komatsu 931XC
Extremely stable. Extremely low ground pressure.
The Komatsu 931XC lives up to its name: it’s a machine that remains
productive even in eXtreme Conditions. The combination of Komatsu’s
unique underlying harvester concept and a completely new solution with
a suspended bogie in the rear frames enables this machine to deliver
unbeatable stability. The low centre of gravity and even weight distribution
give the XC model incredible hill climbing ability and an unbelievably low
ground pressure of just 0.3/0.35 kg/cm2.

www.komatsuforest.com.au

Komatsu Forest Pty Ltd.
11/4 Avenue of Americas
Newington NSW 2127 Australia
T: +61 2 9647 3600
E: info.au@komatsuforest.com
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FWPA TRAINING ‘FOR OUR FUTURE’

Emerging leaders vote program
brilliant, exhausting, challenging
TWENTY-EIGHT emerging
leaders have graduated
from FWPA’s pilot industry
leadership program ‘For Our
Future’, and provided strong
positive feedback on its value
and impact.
Comments from
participants reflected the
universal positive feedback for
FWPA’s subsidised leadership
training program.
Typical of the many positive
comments were:
“In the rush of work, it’s
easy to become tunnelvisioned and task-focused,
and this training was a
reminder of the value of
taking a higher- level approach.
The program was brilliant,
exhausting, challenging. I have
been very privileged to have

14

and other leadership skills.

Common cause…
graduates from
FWPA’s industry
leadership
program.

been given the opportunity to
attend.” – Neil Turner, harvest
forester, Australian Bluegum
Plantations.
"You know the presenters
are good when the breaks
all sneak up on you and you
do not look at your watch all
week. The training has made
me much more self-aware and
confident than I had been.”
– Tammy Auld, woodflow
manager, Timberlands Pacific
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“The content was excellent
and personally challenging,
but there was even more
value in getting to know and
learn with a committed group
of future forestry leaders.” –
Brad Barr, Wespine resource
manager
The intensive training
included initial assessment
and testing, different ways of
framing issues, organisational
dynamics, consultation
processes, conflict resolution

Participants heard from
industry experts and diverse
leaders in other fields,
and worked together on
identifying challenges facing
the forest and wood products
industry.
Each participant attended
one of two intensive four-day
residential sessions (one in
Western Australia, and one
in South Australia), before
coming together as a group
for a five-day learning program
in Melbourne in early June.
Along the way, they became
part of stronger regional
and national leadership
cohorts, while learning new
skills and coming to a better
Cont P 15

INNOVATION HUB RESEARCH GRANTS

Governments offer share of $4m
to support wood product research
areas like forest management,
timber processing, wood
fibre recovery, value adding,
advanced manufacturing and
the bio-economy,” he said.

THE federal and Tasmanian
governments continue
to support advances in a
sustainable and productive
forestry industry with wood
product innovation set to grow
the sector.
Minister responsible for
forestry Senator Anne Ruston
and Tasmanian Minister for
Resources Guy Barnett this
week called for applications
for a share of $4 million in
research grants through
the National Institute for
Forest Products Innovation
Launceston Hub.
Grants will range from
$50,000 to $500,000 for
periods of up to three years.
Senator Ruston said
the forestry innovation
hubs played a vital role
in supporting cuttingedge research, fostering
collaboration, boosting
innovation, increasing
profitability, maintaining jobs
and growing the market,
locally and nation-wide.
From P 14

understanding of industry
issues.

“We want to see the best
ideas from across the forestry,
academic and scientific
sectors to come up with the
ideas that will keep lifting the
value of the sector,” he said.
Anne Ruston… growing the
market.

Guy Barnett… we want best
ideas.

“This funding will open
up new opportunities for
innovative research into how
we make the most of our
forestry assets and maximise
the contribution of the
industry to our national and
regional economies,” she said.

hubs in Launceston was a
real demonstration of the
expertise and world-leading
forestry industry sustained in
Tasmania.

“We are looking for projects
that industry will adopt to
improve their productivity, the
productivity of our forests and
how we process or use wood.
Guy Barnett said basing one
of only two national innovation
The training was delivered
by the Australian Rural
Leadership Foundation in
conjunction with Leadership

Guidelines are available
at the National Institute for
Forest Products Innovation
website.
Applications close on 13
July 2018.

HUBS PLAY
VITAL ROLE IN
CUTTING-EDGE
RESEARCH
“We are looking for
researchers that can provide
real and practical outcomes in
Victoria and experiential
leadership development
experts Polykala.
FWPA managing director

The National Institute for
Forest Products Innovation
hub in Launceston is cofunded by the federa; and
Tasmanian governments,
supporting the forest industry
in Tasmania and across the
nation. It is one of only two
forestry institute hubs in
Australia with the other based
at Mount Gambier, South
Australia.
Ric Sinclair thanked the
participants and their
employers for their
commitment to the program.

Beautiful. Natural.
Sustainable. Australian.
responsiblewood.org.au

You can be assured that wood carrying
the Responsible Wood mark has come from
certified Australian forests that are sustainably
managed to the highest global standards.
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INDUSTRY SNAPSHOT NSW SOUTH WEST AND CENTRAL TABLELANDS

NSW regional softwood plantations
bring $1bn sales... thousands of jobs

Industry contributes to diversification of economy in many regions
NEW research has detailed
the millions of dollars and
thousands of jobs generated
by softwood plantations in
the NSW South West Slopes
and Central Tablelands.
The softwood plantation
industry in the South West
Slopes contributed $1.05
billion in direct sales in 201516, rising to $2.13 billion after
including flow-on effects. It
directly employed almost
2000 people, roughly twothirds in processing wood
and paper, and one third in
growing and harvest.
In the Central Tablelands,
direct sales accounted for
$265 million, rising to $700
million after flow-on effects
and directly employed more
than 850 people.
These were among
the key findings of a new
industry snapshot funded by
Forest and Wood Products
Australia and the NSW state
government, and conducted
by the University of
Canberra in conjunction with
consultancy EconSearch, a
division of BDO.
The industry is an
important contributor to the

of the industry and overall
decline in size of other parts.
However, investment in
the expansion of processing
in the South West Slopes
region meant that the decline
in employment in that area
between 2011 and 2016
was 4.3%, compared to a
12.0% decline in the Central
Tablelands during the same
period.
NSW full-time forest
industry workers were less
likely than full-time workers
employed in other industries
in the two regions to earn
low levels of income (6%
of forest industry workers
compared to 12% in the
whole workforce), and more
likely to earn high income
compared to other workers
(50% compared to 43%).

1

1/ Forest harvesting and transport
… millions of dollars and
thousands of jobs are generated by
softwood plantations in the NSW
South West Slopes and Central
Tablelands.
2/ Jacki Schirmer… majority of
forestry jobs are generated by the
processing sector.

economy in several regional
communities, and contributes
to diversification of the
economy in many regions.
The local government area
with the highest dependence
on the softwood plantation
industry for employment
included Oberon in the
Central Tablelands, where
18% of the total workforce
is directly employed in the

2

forest industry with other
workers from nearby areas
also commuting in.
ABS census data shows a
decline in total employment
in the forest industry
between 2006 and 2016,
reflecting both increasing
productivity in some parts

While forestry workers
were relatively well paid,
they also worked long hours,
with 27% reporting that they
worked more than 49 hours a
week in 2016.
Only 15%per cent of
forestry workers were
women, with little change in
Cont P 17

$4 million research funding investment to boost sustainability,
jobs and economic benefits in partnership with industry

Growing the future
of Tasmanian forestry

16
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With the support of the Australian and Tasmanian governments, the Launceston hub of the National Institute for
Forest Products Innovation has up to $4 million available for research grants to grow the future of forestry.
Research projects could be ideas for new and innovative products, solutions which could see Tasmanians get more
benefit from existing forestry resources, become more sustainable and safer, grow jobs or create new products
and services.
Individual research grants will range from $50,000–$500,000 and will be for periods of up to three years in
duration. Funding proposals close on 13 July 2018 and should be lodged via email to funding.tas@nifpi.org.au
For further information, including a proposal template and briefing document, see www.nifpi.org.au
About us The Launceston hub of the National Institute for
Forest Products Innovation is a joint venture between the
Australian Government, the Tasmanian Government and
the forest and wood products industry with the goal of
growing forestry into the future.
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QUEENSLAND STATE BUDGET 2018

Industry will hold government to
account on future timber production
THE Queensland budget
announced in June had
little in the way of direct
budget measures for the
state’s forest and timber
industry, with more general
initiatives around biosecurity
and drought relief for rural
landowners.
However, it did contain
a policy statement that
in 2018-19, ‘Fisheries and
Forestry will develop a
Queensland government
policy on the future of timber

ANY POLICY
DRIFT WILL BE
CONSIDERED
BROKEN
PROMISES
From P 16

this figure between 2006 and
2016.
Forestry businesses in
the area reported challenges
in recruiting some types of
workers, particularly highlevel managers (an issue
for 94% of businesses),
transport workers (67%),
finance and book keeping
staff (62%) and skilled
machinery operators (60%).

Mick Stephens added:
"We will be holding the
Palaszczuk government to
account when it comes to
these election commitments.

production in state-owned
native forests’.
This policy intent of the
government is consistent
with comments made by
the Agricultural Industry
Development Minister
Mark Furner at the
Timber Queensland state
conference in April and the
charter letter provided to him
by the Premier.
“Timber Queensland
will be actively involved
in providing input into
this process,” CEO Mick
Stephens said.
At a political level, the
Palaszczuk government
announced prior to the
last election that it was
‘committed to responsible
Lead researcher Associate
Professor Jacki Schirmer said
that businesses reported that
challenges in recent years
included rising input costs,
poor telecommunications and
falling prices for goods and
services.
“Most businesses (61%)
felt demand would remain
the same, and of the
remaining businesses

Mark Furner… on the record.

management of state-owned
native forests for selective
timber production’ and that
a ‘re-elected Palaszczuk
government will work with
the timber industry to ensure
forestry-related jobs stay in
Queensland’.
would grow and (13%) that
demand would reduce over
the next 12 months.
“It is important to
remember that the majority
of forestry jobs are generated
by the processing sector,

IMPORTANT
CONTRIBUTOR
TO THE
ECONOMY

(26%) felt that demand

“If there is any policy
drift away from these
commitments, we will
consider them broken
promises. There are real
opportunities for further
developing the industry from
state-owned forests in the
state’s far north, as well as a
need to address longer-term
hardwood resource security
issues in the southeast.”
The Budget has given
$750,000 to strengthen the
state’s biosecurity capability
through two new regional
partnership projects.
as is the majority of the
industry’s flow-on economic
impact. This highlights
the importance of local
processing of wood and fibre
for generation of jobs.”
To read the report Socioeconomic impacts of the
softwood plantation industry
South West Slopes and
Central Tablelands regions,
NSW, in full, visit the FWPA
website.
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THE WORLD OF TREES LIVING WISDOM

The monkey puzzles that keep
Argentina’s capital ever-green
DRIVING around the streets
of Buenos Aires, the capital of
Argentina, as you do, it is easy
to see why it is called the Paris
of the South.

Vancouver to explore the
Pacific coast of North and
South America.

Wide boulevards, extensive
park-like gardens, and heaps
of statues. And just as striking,
and so South American, are
the many mature Araucaria
trees that filter ‘good air’ into
this vibrant city.
Araucaria araucana trees,
commonly called monkey
puzzles, or Chilean pines, are a
distinguishing feature of many
South American landscapes.
An evergreen tree native to
central and southern Chile and
western Argentina, they grow
to 5 m in diameter and up to
40 m in height.
Araucaria araucana is the
hardiest species in the conifer
genus Araucaria and because
of their longevity are often
described as living fossils.
Their natural habitat is the
lower slopes of the Chilean
and Argentinean south-central
Andes Mountains, typically
above 1000 m.
Juvenile trees exhibit a
broadly pyramidal or conical
habit which develops into the
distinctive umbrella form as
trees mature.
The genus Araucaria has a
long and noble ancestry, and
still consists of 25 species, all
in the southern hemisphere.
Palaobotanists have traced

Living art…
distinctive
umbrella form
of a mature
Araucaria
araucana tree in
Buenos Aires.

the ancestors of the genus
back to prehistoric times.
Common to all 225 species
is the regimented geometry
associated with the time of the
dinosaurs. The trees radiate
whorls of branches stiffer and
spiker than those of any other
conifers.
The great majority of the
genus Araucaria are confined
to the tropical forests of
New Caledonia. But four
species (A.excelsa, A.
bidwillii, A. columnaris and A.
cunninghamii) originate from
cooler lands further south,
including the rainforests of
Queensland and distinctively
Norfolk Island.
The species was
‘discovered’ by Archibald
Menzies and brought to

TALKING TREES

The ship visited Valparaiso
Harbour in Chile and there the
crew was hosted at a banquet
by the Spanish authorities.
One of the delicacies on the
table was a plate of nuts which
they heard were the staple
diet of the local Araucano
Indians. Menzies slipped
some of these mysterious
nuts into his pocket. After the
ship sailed he planted them
as an experiment. When the
Discovery docked in England
the following year, Menzies
had five seedling trees,
christened after the Araucano
Indians growing in pots in his
cabin.
It was these five seedlings
that became the first monkey
puzzle trees introduced into
Europe.
One of them is planted
in Kew Gardens and helped
launch the tree’s ‘career’.

With JOHN HALKETT
Sponsored by
Forestry Corporation of NSW

Europe at the end of the 18th
century. Menzies was the
surgeon-naturalist on board
Discovery, named after Cook’s
ship, and under the command
of Captain Vancouver. In 1791
the British Admiralty sent

The name ‘monkey puzzle’
was coined in the 1840s.
Sir William Molesworth,
the proud owner of a young
specimen at Pencarrow garden
near Bodmin in Cornwall,
was showing it to a group
of friends, and one of them
remarked: “It would puzzle
a monkey to climb that”. As
the species had no existing
popular name, the term
monkey puzzle stuck.

The largest manager of commercial
plantations and native forests in NSW
Visit us at forestrycorporation.com.au
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ON THE ROAD HOLDEN EQUINOX LTZ

Night or day, Holden’s Equinox shines
in an ever-expanding market for SUVs
“WHAT – no Burnett salmon
on the menu?”
The waitress at the
Cormorant Bay Café
cautiously responded:
“No, not today, but I would
suggest there are quite a
few of them swimming out
there.”
We were looking at the
huge body of water – about
1,165,00 megalitres – held
back by a 4140,000 cub m
wall that forms the Wivenhoe
Dam, about 80 km southeast
of Brisbane and one of the
last to be commissioned by
‘the dam builder’ Joe BjelkePetersen in response to the
1974 floods that ravaged
Brisbane.
Of course we knew the
salmon is another name for
the endangered Queensland
lung fish (Neoceratodus
forsteri), one of six of the
species in the world. Fossil
records of the group date
back 380 million years.
So we chose the curried
eggplant and potato served
with rice, pappadams and
sambals served on an
outdoor table in the sun,
which, significantly, crosses
the celestial equator twice a
year, when day and night are
of equal length.
A significant fact because
we arrived at the cafe in
Holden’s nifty SUV Equinox
LTZ, the name of the celestial
event – from the Latin equus
and nox or equal day and
night.
Manufactured in Mexico
primarily for the US, where it
sells in big numbers, the 2018
Holden Equinox LTX sits in a
different category – medium
SUV – and is available in
front-wheel drive at $39,990

Holden’s Equinox
LTX… clever car
that’s careful on
fuel and connects
with fussy SUV
buyers.

or all-wheel drive at $44,290.
Sure, a big jump from twowheel to all-wheel drive, but
the AWD model has a clever
system that allows the driver
to disconnect the rear drive
axle to help save fuel and
also comes with a revised
suspension and a higher ride
height.
And for safety, there’s six
airbags, the envy of any lung
fish, which carries a single
dorsal lung to supplement
oxygen supply through the
gills.
Both models use the
same 2 L four-cylinder
turbo-charged engine with
188 kW and 353 Nm, and
both have nine-speed auto
transmissions. A diesel
version will be on the market
later this year.
The LTZ upgrades to 19
in. alloy wheels and adds a
hands-free power tailgate,
semi-automated parking
(parallel and perpendicular),
rain-sensing wipers, leather-

REVISED
SUSPENSION
AND A HIGHER
RIDE HEIGHT

MOTORING

With ORSON WHIELS

appointed seats, wireless
phone charging, heated
front and rear seats, power
adjustable driver’s seat, roof
rails, DAB+ digital radio, LED
headlights and tail-lights,
and a Bose premium sound
system.
Want more? Well, there’s
an 8 in. touchscreen
media system with Apple
CarPlay and Android auto
connectivity, four USB
points (two front, two rear)
a 230-volt power-point in the
second row, and dual-zone
climate control.
All of the same safety tech
features remain, including
a reversing camera, rear
parking sensors, six airbags,
a 'Holden-Eye' camera safety
system, lane-keeping assist
and forward collision warning.

Additionally, there’s blind-spot
monitoring, rear cross-traffic
alert and auto high-beam
assist … and, quite a surprise
when not expected, Holden’s
'safety alert' driver’s seat
which vibrates quite strongly
under the gluteus maximus
to warn of potential hazards.
The Equinox’s US-designed
exterior – seemingly inspired
by the original 1990s
Mercedes-Benz ML SUV with
its distinctive wraparound
rear glass – is one of the
bigger shapes in its class. Its
length is pushing towards 4.7
m. Along with a generous
wheelbase, it has plenty of
cabin space.
An auto tailgate accesses
the large boot, which
expands from 846 litres to
1798 litres if you collapse
the 60/40 seatbacks using
the release levers. They go
flat, too, when the rear-seat
cushions are moved forward.
Holden claims 6.9L/100
km fuel consumption – much
better over straight country
runs – and provides a sevenyear unlimited km warranty
and seven years roadside
assist.
The sun sure shines on the
Equinox.
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